OrderNo:
CustomerNo:
Trimtex
contact:
Designer:
Last correction:

Nils Arne
Johannessen
Martin Kabel
14.03.2018

Colours in design:

Additional info:

design as 10077137

Customers responsibility is to ensure
that colour(s) and logo(s) are
accurate on a specific order. Order is
produced according to the latest
approved design proof. *Colours may
not appear accurate on your screen
or printed paper. Colours may have a
deviation of ±5% ΔE due to variation
of materials and inks. For a particular
result ask for colourtest from your
sales representative. *Please note
that this proof is based on L sized
garment, design may vary with each
size change. *We highly recommend
to avoid continuity of design between
two different parts of product Trimtex will not guarantee perfect
result for this. *It is not allowed to
remove or change placement of
Trimtex logos. Copyright © Designs
are property of Trimtex, protected by
copyright and allowed to use only on
Trimtex products.

Lillehammer OK

C19.2-L RUN SINGLET
thread:
flatlock:

Grass green 5123
Black 9700
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Colours in design:

Additional info:

design as 10077137

Customers responsibility is to ensure
that colour(s) and logo(s) are
accurate on a specific order. Order is
produced according to the latest
approved design proof. *Colours may
not appear accurate on your screen
or printed paper. Colours may have a
deviation of ±5% ΔE due to variation
of materials and inks. For a particular
result ask for colourtest from your
sales representative. *Please note
that this proof is based on L sized
garment, design may vary with each
size change. *We highly recommend
to avoid continuity of design between
two different parts of product Trimtex will not guarantee perfect
result for this. *It is not allowed to
remove or change placement of
Trimtex logos. Copyright © Designs
are property of Trimtex, protected by
copyright and allowed to use only on
Trimtex products.

Lillehammer OK

C18.2-L RUN WOMENS SINGLET
thread:
flatlock:

Grass green 5123
Black 9700

